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ABSTRACT
We implement a linear model for mitigating the effect of observing conditions and
other sources of contamination in galaxy clustering analyses. Our treatment improves
upon the fiducial systematics treatment of the Dark Energy Survey (DES) Year 1
(Y1) cosmology analysis in four crucial ways. Specifically, our treatment 1) does not
require decisions as to which observable systematics are significant and which are not,
allowing for the possibility of multiple maps adding coherently to give rise to signif-
icant bias even if no single map leads to a significant bias by itself; 2) characterizes
both the statistical and systematic uncertainty in our mitigation procedure, allowing
us to propagate said uncertainties into the reported cosmological constraints; 3) ex-
plicitly exploits the full spatial structure of the galaxy density field to differentiate
between cosmology-sourced and systematics-sourced fluctuations within the galaxy
density field; 4) is fully automated, and can therefore be trivially applied to any data
set. The updated correlation function for the DES Y1 redMaGiC catalog minimally
impacts the cosmological posteriors from that analysis. Encouragingly, our analysis
does improve the goodness of fit statistic of the DES Y1 3×2pt data set (∆χ2 = −6.5
with no additional parameters). This improvement is due in nearly equal parts to both
the change in the correlation function and the added statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties associated with our method. We expect the difference in mitigation techniques
to become more important in future work as the size of cosmological data sets grows.
Key words: methods: data analysis – cosmology: observations – galaxies: photometry
– dark energy – methods: statistical
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxies are an important tool for studying the distribution
of matter in the Universe and testing cosmological mod-
els. The correlation between the shapes of galaxies can be
used to measure the weak gravitational lensing field, which
is a direct measure of the total mass along lines of sight
(see, e.g., Brainerd et al. 1996; Mellier 1999; Refregier 2003;
Yoo & Seljak 2012; Weinberg et al. 2013). Because galaxies
are a biased tracer of the mass, their clustering also carries
? E-mail: wagoner47@email.arizona.edu (ELW)
within it cosmological information (e.g., Beutler et al. 2011;
Alam et al. 2017; Bautista et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019;
Nishimichi et al. 2020; Icaza-Lizaola et al. 2020; Colas et al.
2020). In addition, the tangential distortion of background
galaxies around the position of foreground galaxies—usually
referred to as galaxy–galaxy lensing—can be used to study
the correlation between the foreground galaxies and the mat-
ter around them (e.g., Brainerd et al. 1996; Fischer et al.
2000; Sheldon et al. 2004; Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Yoo &
Seljak 2012; Weinberg et al. 2013). The combination of all
three measurements, sometimes referred to as “3×2pt” for
the use of three 2-point functions, can break the degener-
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acy between the galaxy bias and the clustering amplitude of
matter (see, e.g., Bernstein & Jain 2004; Hu & Jain 2004;
Bernstein 2009; Weinberg et al. 2013; Krause & Eifler 2017,
and references therein). These 3×2pt analyses are the focus
of ongoing surveys such as the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS;
Hildebrandt et al. 2017), the Dark Energy Survey (DES; The
Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005; Dark Energy Sur-
vey Collaboration 2016), and the Hyper Suprime-Camera
Survey (HSC; Aihara et al. 2018). Many other analyses have
also applied a similar combined-probes approach to a vari-
ety of data sets (see, e.g., Mandelbaum et al. 2013; More
et al. 2015; van Uitert et al. 2018; Joudaki et al. 2018; Ab-
bott et al. 2018). These types of combined analyses can also
help to mitigate systematics that impact only one of the
three 2-point measurements. The clustering of galaxies can
also be used without weak lensing to observe the signature
of Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO), which can be used
to measure the cosmic expansion history (e.g., Alam et al.
2017; Bautista et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019; Icaza-Lizaola
et al. 2020).
Wide field stage II dark energy experiments (such as the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey [SDSS; York et al. 2000], the Wig-
gleZ Dark Energy Survey (Drinkwater et al. 2010) and the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey [CFHTLS;
Cuillandre et al. 2012]) and stage III dark energy experi-
ments (e.g., KiDS, DES, HSC, and eBOSS) have provided
imaging and spectra for hundreds of millions of galaxies, and
stage IV experiments such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic
Instrument (DESI; Levi et al. 2013), the Rubin Observa-
tory’s Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST; Ivezic´ et al.
2019), the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Spergel
et al. 2015), and Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) are expected
to increase that number substantially. As the number of ob-
served galaxies increases, the statistical uncertainty on mea-
surements made with them decreases (Suchyta et al. 2016).
Consequently, our understanding and treatment of the sys-
tematic effects that impact galaxy clustering measurements
must be improved if the uncertainties on the inferred cosmo-
logical parameters from such galaxy surveys are to remain
statistics-dominated. In Peebles (1973), the author points
out that the variable effects of “galaxy obscuration and con-
fusion” almost always cause the apparent density of galaxies
to vary across the sky, and that coherent patterns of large
angular scales “must be treated with caution unless one can
make a reliable correction for it”.
There are a large number of potential contaminants that
can result in this type of coherent fluctuations, e.g. star-
galaxy separation, stellar occultation, extinction, and varia-
tions in observing conditions like airmass or sky brightness.
Differentiating between the true cosmologically-sourced fluc-
tuations and those caused by such survey properties has
been the subject of many studies over the years (see, e.g.,
Rybicki & Press 1992; Tegmark 1997; Tegmark et al. 1998;
Vogeley 1998; Hivon et al. 2002; Slosar et al. 2004; Ho et al.
2008; Ross et al. 2011, 2012; Ho et al. 2012; Berge´ et al. 2013;
Pullen & Hirata 2013; Leistedt et al. 2013; Leistedt & Peiris
2014; Suchyta et al. 2016; Prakash et al. 2016; Ross et al.
2017; Delubac et al. 2017; Laurent et al. 2017; Elsner et al.
2017; Raichoor et al. 2017; Elvin-Poole et al. 2018; Bautista
et al. 2018; Alonso et al. 2019; Nicola et al. 2020; Rezaie
et al. 2020; Weaverdyck & Huterer 2020). Rezaie et al.
(2020) identify three broad categories of mitigation tech-
niques: (a) Monte Carlo simulation of fake objects; (b) mode
projection; and (c) regression.
The first of these methods, involving injecting artificial
sources into real images, is extremely promising. It results
in forward-modeling the survey selection mask imposed by
real imaging properties. Examples of this method include
Berge´ et al. (2013) and Suchyta et al. (2016). However, this
technique is computationally expensive, and therefore less
utilized than the other methods.
Techniques utilizing mode projection typically involve
down-weighting the spatial modes that are strongly corre-
lated with survey properties by assigning a large variance
to them. This technique is explained and utilized in, e.g.,
Rybicki & Press (1992); Tegmark (1997); Tegmark et al.
(1998); Hivon et al. (2002); Slosar et al. (2004); Ho et al.
(2008); Pullen & Hirata (2013); Leistedt et al. (2013); Leist-
edt & Peiris (2014); Elsner et al. (2017); Alonso et al. (2019);
Nicola et al. (2020). The variance of the estimated cluster-
ing increases as more survey properties are considered unless
a threshold is used to limit the number of survey property
maps. However, using such a threshold has been shown to
introduce a bias in the resulting two-point function (Elsner
et al. 2016).
Regression-based techniques attempt to model the im-
pact of the survey properties on the galaxy density, fitting
the parameters of the model by cross-correlating the galax-
ies and systematic fluctuations or by using a least-squares
estimate (see, e.g., Ross et al. 2011, 2012; Ho et al. 2012;
Prakash et al. 2016; Ross et al. 2017; Delubac et al. 2017;
Laurent et al. 2017; Raichoor et al. 2017; Elvin-Poole et al.
2018; Bautista et al. 2018). For instance, Ross et al. (2011);
Howlett et al. (2012) fit for the impact of observing condi-
tions in the correlation function and power spectrum, respec-
tively. The disadvantage with this method is that any spuri-
ous correlation between the 2-point function of the galaxies
and the survey properties will result in a correction, even if
the fluctuations are not spatially related. This makes it easy
to over-correct for systematic fluctuations, which may bias
the resulting correlation function estimate.
As part of the analysis of the DES Y1 “Gold” data re-
lease, Elvin-Poole et al. (2018; hereafter Paper I) also fit for
the impact of survey properties, but using one of the alter-
native suggestions from Ross et al. (2011) of applying the
corrections one at a time in order to account for potential
correlations between different sources of systematic fluctua-
tions. Briefly, the method of Paper I is as follows: the average
number of galaxies per pixel Ngal is measured for all pixels
with a survey property value s within a bin s ∈ [smin, smax]
for one of the survey property maps, relative to the average
number of galaxies per pixel in all pixels 〈Ngal〉. A model is
fit across all bins of the survey property values, and the ∆χ2
for this model compared to a null test where Ngal/〈Ngal〉 = 1
is calculated. The significance of the survey property map
is defined by comparing this ∆χ2 to the sixty-eighth per-
centile of the equivalent quantity measured in 1000 contam-
inated Gaussian mock catalogs. This procedure is repeated
for each survey property map and the maps are ranked by
significance. A correction is applied for the most significant
map to the measurements of Ngal/〈Ngal〉, and the significance
of each map is re-calculated. To avoid over-correction, this
iterative process continues until none of the survey prop-
erty maps have a significance above some target threshold.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2020)
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However, it is not necessarily the case that the effects of the
various survey properties can be separated in this manner.
For instance, this method precludes the possibility that sig-
nificant systematic fluctuations can arise from the coherent
contribution of multiple sources of systematics despite each
individual survey property map being negligible by itself.
Also, the analysis in Paper I included the spatial structure
of the galaxy distribution only through the covariance in
the galaxy densities binned by survey property. The analy-
sis method introduced in this paper explicitly incorporates
the density and spatial separations of neighboring pixels for
determining the coefficients of the fluctuations sourced by
survey properties: it is a much finer-grained look at that
spatial structure.
Several other recent studies have attempted to use the
regression-based technique directly with the galaxy density
field while incorporating the spatial structure of the galaxy
density field (see, e.g., Prakash et al. 2016; Delubac et al.
2017). However, as discussed in Rezaie et al. (2020), these
models are also often vulnerable to over-correction. The re-
gression method used by Rezaie et al. (2020) differs from
previous regression-based techniques in that it does not as-
sume a functional form for the impact of the survey prop-
erties on the observed galaxy density. Instead, Rezaie et al.
(2020) rely on a neural network approach and feature se-
lection to achieve accurate systematic corrections without
over-correction. However, this method fails to propagate the
statistical and systematic uncertainties due to the correction
into the error budget of the galaxy clustering signal.
In this paper, we implement an improved version of the
linear model described in Prakash et al. (2016). Relative to
that work, we reduce the number of free parameters by one
by enforcing the condition that in the absence of systematic
fluctuations, the observed galaxy density field will be equal
to the true galaxy density field with a mean of zero (i.e., we
do not include the constant term in equations 13 and 14 of
that paper as a free parameter in our model). Our analy-
sis explicitly incorporates the spatial clustering signal of the
galaxy density field in an iterative approach, and mock cata-
logs are used to calibrate and correct for the residual bias due
to over-correction. The combination of using a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) to fit our model and utilizing mock
catalogs to correct for the bias allows us to estimate both
the statistical and systematic uncertainty of our systematics-
corrected galaxy correlation function. Our procedure there-
fore correctly inflates the error budget associated with the
measurement of the galaxy correlation function, enabling us
to trivially propagate these uncertainties into cosmological
constraints downstream. We apply our model to the DES Y1
Gold redMaGiC catalog, and compare our results to those
from Paper I and Abbott et al. (2018).
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we de-
scribe the redMaGiC catalog and the survey properties we
use. We describe our method in section 3. The generation
of our mock catalogs and the results of the validation in the
mocks is discussed in section 4. We determine the impact
of our systematics correction on the uncertainty in the cor-
relation function in section 5. Our results are presented in
section 6, and we summarize our findings in section 7.
z range Y1 Ngal Y1 ngal Ngal ngal
(arcmin−2) (arcmin−2)
0.15 < z < 0.3 63719 0.0134 61621 0.0134
0.3 < z < 0.45 163446 0.0344 157800 0.0344
0.45 < z < 0.6 240727 0.0506 231649 0.0505
0.6 < z < 0.75 143524 0.0302 138450 0.0302
0.75 < z < 0.9 42275 0.0089 40812 0.0089
Table 1. The redshift binning with information about the num-
ber of galaxies and number density both from the DES Y1 anal-
ysis and the current analysis. The second and fourth columns are
the total number of galaxies in each of the redshift bins, while
the third and fifth give the galaxy density per square arcminute.
Note that there is a change in the mask in going from the Y1
counts and number density of columns two and three to our own
in columns four and five, which reduces the area by ∼3.5%.
2 DATA
We will estimate and correct for systematic-sourced fluctu-
ations in the density of the DES Year 1 redMaGiC galaxy
sample (Paper I). We use the same redshift binning as the
Y1 analysis, shown here in table 1, along with the num-
ber count and galaxy density in each bin. As described in
section 3, our analysis leads us to remove survey regions
with large systematic-sourced fluctuations. This cut removes
∼3.5% of the fiducial Y1 redMaGiC footprint, for a final area
of ≈1274 square degrees. The counts and galaxy density after
our systematic cut is shown in the fourth and fifth columns
of table 1. Fig. 1 compares the redshift distributions in each
bin before and after the systematics cuts. The gray lines are
the distributions for the full redMaGiC sample, while the
colored lines of the same style are the distributions in the
same bin after cutting based on systematics. The distribu-
tions are not normalized, so differences in height are caused
by the difference in the number of galaxies before and after
the cut.
We estimate the galaxy correlation function using the
Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator,
wˆ(θ) = DD − 2DR + RR
RR
, (1)
where DD, DR, and RR are the number of pairs of galaxies
with angular separation θ given a galaxy sample D and a
random catalog R. We measure the number of pairs using
TreeCorr1 (Jarvis et al. 2004), and our random catalog is
the same one used by Paper I, except for the fact that we
remove the random points in the survey regions excluded by
our analysis.
We consider a total of 18 potential sources of system-
atics for the observed galaxy correlation function. Each of
these is represented as a map which is pixelated on the sky
using the HEALPix2 (Go´rski et al. 2005) pixelization scheme.
The majority of the maps we consider are imaging properties
from the DES Y1 ‘GOLD’ catalog release (Drlica-Wagner
et al. 2018). In each of the four bands (griz), we have maps
of
(i) total exposure time;
(ii) mean PSF FWHM;
1 http://ascl.net/1508.007
2 https://healpix.sourceforge.net
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Figure 1. The redshift distribution for each redshift bin, found
by stacking Gaussian distributions with mean and standard de-
viation equal to the redMaGiC redshift and error. The colored
lines are the distributions with our new mask, and the gray dash-
dotted lines are the corresponding distributions from Paper I. The
curves are not normalized, so differences in height are from the
number of galaxies in the bin.
(iii) mean sky brightness, due to e.g. the moon; and
(iv) mean airmass,
For all mean quantities, the value on a pixel in a given band
is computed as the weighted mean over all exposures in that
band which contribute to the pixel. The exposure time is in-
stead the sum of the exposure times for each exposure con-
tributing to the pixel. Unlike Paper I, we do not include any
depth maps, as these depend on the other imaging properties
in a complicated way, and therefore are not linearly indepen-
dent from the other imaging properties—including the depth
maps would be double counting the other imaging proper-
ties and would likely increase any over-correction biases that
might exist. We therefore have 16 imaging property maps.
We also consider contamination due to foreground stars, for
which we use the stellar density map described in section 5
of Paper I. Galactic extinction is included using the dust
opacity map from the Planck Collaboration (Planck Col-
laboration 2014). Both stellar density and extinction were
considered in Paper I, but were found to have no correlation
with the galaxy density and thus were ultimately excluded
from that correction. We include both here because we do
not want to preclude the possibility that they could still add
coherently with other potential sources of contamination and
thus impact the observed galaxy density. Collectively, we re-
fer to the set of 18 imaging property, stellar density, and
Galactic extinction maps as “survey property maps”. Where
necessary, we use the routines of healpy (Zonca et al. 2019)
for manipulating both survey property and density maps.
3 METHOD
We determine the impact of observing conditions in the clus-
tering of galaxies by relying on the spatial structure of the
survey properties. Specifically, we estimate the extent to
which the galaxy density maps are contaminated by sys-
tematic fluctuations by measuring the extent to which the
galaxy density map traces the various survey property maps.
We begin by constructing a low-resolution (Nside = 128)
map of the galaxy density field. This choice limits the num-
ber of empty pixels to a small percentage (≤10%) of the
total pixels. Working at this resolution, the average number
of galaxies per pixel is ≥10 at all redshifts.
We degrade the resolution of our survey property maps
to match the resolution of our galaxy density map, properly
accounting for the masked portions of every pixel. Specifi-
cally, the degraded survey property map S′ is related to the
original survey property map S via
S′ j =
∑
i∈ j Si f i∑
i∈ j f i
, (2)
where f i ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of pixel i (at the original map
resolution) that is detected in the footprint. The sums are
over all high resolution pixels i that fall within low resolution
pixel j. We also degrade the pixel fraction map f i , such that
the fraction f ′j of low resolution pixel j in the footprint is
related to the high resolution fraction by
f ′j = 1
N˜
∑
i∈ j
f i, (3)
where N˜ is the number of high resolution pixels within a low
resolution pixel.
The degraded survey property maps are used to com-
pute standardized fluctuation maps as follows. Let S′i
β
be
the value of survey property map β on low resolution pixel
j. We define the mean Sβ and fluctuation scale σˆβ of S′jβ
via
Sβ ≡
Npix∑
j=1
f ′jS′j
β
/Npix∑
j=1
f ′j (4)
and
σˆβ ≡ 1.4826MAD
(
S′j
β
)
, (5)
The median absolute deviation in Eqn. (5) is
MAD
(
S′j
β
)
≡
Npix∑
j=1
S′jβ −med(S′jβ )/Nmask ,
where Nmask is the number of pixels not removed by the
mask. The “fluctuation scale” σˆβ defined above is an estima-
tor of the standard deviation for Gaussian fluctuations, but
its value is more robust to outliers than estimates based on
the sample variance. The standardized fluctuation map for
survey property β is defined as
S j
β
≡
S j
β
− Sβ
σˆβ
. (6)
Rather than working with the fluctuation maps them-
selves, we construct an orthogonal map eigenbasis as fol-
lows. We assume the survey properties on each pixel are an
independent random realization from an Nmaps-dimensional
distribution. We find the covariance matrix C of the stan-
dardized maps at the fit resolution, where
Cαβ = 〈(Sα − 〈Sα〉)
(
Sβ − 〈Sβ〉
)〉,
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2020)
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and 〈·〉 is the spatial average over all observed pixels. We
define the rotation matrix R from the eigenvectors of C such
that
C = RDR>,
where D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of C along
the diagonal. The rotated and standardized survey property
value for map α on pixel j is
s jα ≡ R>αβS jβ . (7)
Each s jα is, therefore, a linear combination of the fluctuations
in the original SP maps {S′ j
β
} on a given pixel. For the rest
of the paper, unless otherwise noted, the term “SP” refers to
the eigenmap s jα of Eqn. (7) rather than the original survey
property map Si
β
.
Since fluctuations in the density field can’t be sensi-
tive to a constant non-zero SP value—any non-zero constant
would simply shift the mean value of the galaxy density
field—, the observed galaxy density must only depend upon
the fluctuations of the SPs. Thus, we write δ
j
obs ≡ δobs
(
{s jα}
)
,
where {s jα} is a vector containing the value of pixel j across
all SP maps α. Expanding around {s jα} = ®0 to first order, we
have
δ
j
obs
(
{s jα}
)
≈ δ jtrue +
∑
α
aαs
j
α, (8)
where the coefficient aα is the derivative of δobs with respect
to sα at {s jα} = ®0. Note that any impact on the monopole
of the galaxy density field by the survey properties gets ab-
sorbed into the mean observed galaxy density, and therefore
has no impact on the galaxy fluctuations. Since our expan-
sion is at first order, we can ignore the monopole as any
impact with couplings to the linear perturbations would be
second order. In the expansion, we have used the fact that
δ
j
obs
(
{s jα} = ®0
)
= δ
j
true, where δ
j
true is the true galaxy overden-
sity on pixel j. We have also assumed that the impact of SP
on the galaxy density field is local: the SP in pixel j only
impact the galaxy density at pixel j.
Our task is to find the set of coefficients {aα} in Eqn. (8).
We do this by fitting the likelihood P
(
®δobs
®δsys) of the ob-
served overdensity map given the systematics map ®δsys ≡∑
α aα®sα, where the vector symbol denotes the full map.
As discussed below, our procedure allows for covariance be-
tween pixels, so that this likelihood distribution does not in
general reduce to a product over all pixels. We assume a
Gaussian likelihood for ®δobs. This explains why it is impor-
tant for the mean number of galaxies in the galaxy density
map to be large. We test our sensitivity to using a Gaussian
distribution in section 4.2. The ensemble average over real-
izations of the observed density field at fixed systematics is
simply〈
®δobs
〉
= ®δsys. (9)
We can thus write our Gaussian likelihood for ®δobs as
ln P
(
®δobs
®δsys) = − 12 log Σobs
− 1
2
(
®δobs − ®δsys
)> (
Σobs
)−1 ( ®δobs − ®δsys) ,
(10)
where we have dropped all constant terms, and again
®δsys =
∑
α
aαs
j
α . (11)
The model parameters characterizing ®δsys are the coefficients
aα for each survey property, which we aim to recover from
the data.
The covariance matrix for our likelihood can be written
as the sum of two terms,
Σobs = ΣPN + ΣSV . (12)
The first term contains the Poisson noise in the density field,
and takes the form
ΣPNjk = σ
2
gδjk,
where σg is a constant for which we can fit and δjk is the
Kronecker delta. It will become clear shortly why we allow
σg to be an unknown constant, rather than fixing it to the
Poisson expectation. The second term in Eqn. (12) accounts
for the sample variance.
We fit for our SP coefficients in two iterations. During
the first iteration, we assume there is no sample variance, so
that Σobs is diagonal. In this case, we can analytically solve
for the variance σ2g and coefficients {aα} that minimize the
likelihood in Eqn. (10) by solving the simultaneous set of
equations obtained when setting all of the partial deriva-
tives with respect to the survey parameter coefficients and
σ2g to zero. We are also able to find the 19 × 19-dimensional
parameter covariance matrix analytically as the inverse of
the Hessian matrix evaluated at the minimum—we use this
parameter covariance matrix (excluding the row and column
corresponding to σ2g) in the second iteration to select ran-
dom starting locations within the 18-dimensional parameter
space.
Once we complete our first iteration, we use our results
to estimate ®ˆδtrue. We then define ΣSV via
ΣSVjk = (1 − δjk ) wˆtrue
(
θ jk
)
,
where wˆtrue is the correlation function of our estimated true
overdensity field ®ˆδtrue and θ jk is the angular separation be-
tween pixels j and k. We artificially set the diagonal elements
of ΣSV to zero because we cannot differentiate between the
sample variance and Poisson noise within a single pixel. This
also explains why we treated σg as an unknown constant: σg
is really the sum of the Poisson and zero-offset sample vari-
ance terms. We therefore continue to use the σg obtained
from the minimization in the first iteration as the only term
on the diagonal of Σobs in the second iteration.
We use the resulting “Poisson” and sample variance
noise estimates to refit for the coefficients of each of the
SP parameters. In the second iteration, we use a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (specifically emcee;
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to sample our parameter space
and estimate the posterior distribution. Our best fit coeffi-
cients after the second iteration are the mean parameter val-
ues from the chain3. To check for convergence, we look at the
3 We run our chain with 36 walkers for 1000 steps each. We do
not use a burn-in when fitting to the real data as we generate the
initial positions by drawing from a multivariate Gaussian with a
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2020)
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shift in the coefficients between the first and second halves
of each chain relative to the error from the chain. We find
a median shift (over all 18 parameters) of 0.19, 0.29, 0.18,
0.26, and 0.14 for redshift bins 1 through 5 respectively, and
the worst convergence in any single parameter for each red-
shift bin is 0.60, 0.72, 0.55, 0.53, and 0.34. We have verified
that using the coefficients from the second iteration to up-
date ΣSV and performing a second MCMC (i.e. getting a
third iteration of the coefficients) does not have a significant
impact on our results.
Once we have our coefficients, we correct for the effect
of systematic fluctuations on the correlation function. We
do so by defining weights for each galaxy based on the sys-
tematics map value on the pixel containing the galaxy. For
calculating galaxy weights, we use the systematics map at a
resolution of Nside = 4096. While we must fit at low resolu-
tion to ensure that our likelihood is roughly Gaussian, the
fundamental assumption of our method is that survey prop-
erties only produce local modulations of the galaxy density
field. Since our model is linear, all the local modulations
add together when smoothing to go to lower resolution, so
the relation between the survey properties and the galaxy
density must be the same at low and high resolution. We
standardize and rotate the high resolution maps as we did
with the low resolution maps, but we use the mean, fluc-
tuation scale, and rotation matrix determined from the low
resolution maps for the purposes of defining the high reso-
lution eigen-maps. This is critical, as the definition of the
maps must match that employed in our fits. The weight for
a galaxy on high-resolution pixel i is
wi =
1
1 +
∑
α aαsiα
. (13)
We refer to the correlation function measured using these
weights as wcorr0. As previously mentioned, when calculat-
ing the systematics-corrected correlation function, we also
exclude any galaxies on pixels with δisys > 0.2. This should
restrict us to only areas of the sky where our first order
approximation is valid. The resulting footprint is ∼3.5%
smaller than the original Y1 footprint, and a total of 23 359
galaxies are removed across all redshift bins.
The above procedure tends to over-correct the data
for the impact of SPs. We calibrate the amount of over-
correction in the correlation function from our method using
mock galaxy catalogs, and use these to de-bias our proce-
dure, which will result in an updated systematics-corrected
correlation function estimate wcorr1. The details of this de-
biasing are presented in the next section. We describe how
we incorporate statistical and systematic uncertainties due
to our correction in the error budget of the observed corre-
lation function in section 5.
4 METHODOLOGY VALIDATION WITH
MOCK CATALOGS
There are three potential sources of systematic bias in our
analysis. These are, in no particular order, (i) the first order
mean and covariance matrix given by the coefficients and param-
eter covariance from the first iteration. We use a burn-in of 300
steps per walker when fitting to mock catalogs.
approximation from Eqn. (8) is not accurate, (ii) the Gaus-
sian likelihood is not correct, and (iii) the estimates of the
SP coefficients are noisy and too much correlation is removed
from the data, an effect usually referred to as over-correc-
tion. As mentioned in section 2, we restrict our final data
set to pixels where the linear prediction of the SP-sourced
galaxy density fluctuations are ≤0.2. This serves to minimize
potential biases from non-linear responses in the systemat-
ics correction. We test the robustness of our methodology
to non-Gaussian fields and noise by testing it on log-normal
mock galaxy catalogs. We further use these catalogs to cal-
ibrate the bias in our method due to over-correction.
4.1 Mock Catalog Generation
To create our log-normal mock catalogs, we use the fidu-
cial cosmological parameters from Paper I: Ωm = 0.295,
As = 2.260574 × 10−9, Ωb = 0.0468, h = 0.6881, and ns =
0.9676. We run CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012)
and Halofit_Takahashi (Smith et al. 2003; Takahashi et al.
2012) using CosmoSIS (Zuntz et al. 2015) to compute the
angular galaxy clustering power spectrum. We then use this
power spectrum to generate a log-normal random field for
the true galaxy over-density, δtrue, in each of our five redshift
bins via the code psydocl4. This galaxy density field is gen-
erated at high resolution (Nside = 4096). When appropriate
(i.e. depending on the test being pursued, see below), we
add systematic fluctuations to the galaxy density field using
our linear model. We then calculate the expected number
of galaxies in each pixel, taking into account the masked
fraction in each pixel. Finally, we randomly place N galaxies
within each pixel, where N is a Poisson realization of the
expected number of galaxies.
We generate 100 independent realizations of δtrue for
each redshift bin. Each realization is then used to create
two mock catalogs, one with no SP contamination and an-
other with SP applied using the best fit coefficients from our
analysis of the DES Y1 data set. We refer to these as uncon-
taminated and contaminated mocks, respectively. Note that
while both the uncontaminated and contaminated mocks
share the same underlying over-density fields, they have dif-
ferent Poisson realizations.
We use our methodology from section 3 to estimate the
impact of SPs in our mock galaxy catalogs, and compare
the resulting corrected correlation function to the underly-
ing true mock galaxy correlation function. To increase com-
putational efficiency, we restrict our mock catalogs to the
final mask employed in our analysis of the DES Y1 galax-
ies. That is, we do not re-apply the δisys ≤ 0.2 cut in every
mock. Doing so would have forced us to recompute random
pairs for every mock due to slight differences in the final
footprint. Because systematic fluctuations are linear in the
mock catalog by construction, this additional restriction has
no bearing on the conclusions drawn from our simulations.
Unfortunately, this also means our mock catalogs do not
allow us to test how sensitive our method is to non-linear
contamination.
We test whether our contaminated mock galaxy cata-
logs have comparable levels of SP contamination to the data
4 https://bitbucket.org/niallm1/psydocl/src/master/
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as follows. For the data and both sets of mock galaxy cata-
logs we compute the raw observed correlation function, and
the corrected correlation function wcorr0 as described in sec-
tion 3. We then calculate the difference between these two
correlation functions in all three cases.
The blue solid line in Fig. 2 shows the biased systematic
correction of the DES Y1 redMaGiC data computed using
the first iteration of our method, while the orange dashed
line is the mean correction from the 100 contaminated mock
galaxy catalogs. The green dashed-line is the mean of the
uncontaminated galaxy catalogs. The width of the bands
show the sample standard deviation for each of the two sets
of mocks. It is immediately apparent that the amplitude of
the systematic correction in our uncontaminated mocks is
significantly smaller than that of the data in redshift bins
3, 4, and 5. That is to say, we have robustly detected the
presence of systematic fluctuations in the DES Y1 data set.
More generally, the correction derived from our contami-
nated mocks is comparable to that in the data, particularly
for the redshift bins that exhibit strong systematic fluctua-
tions. Thus, Fig. 2 provides evidence that the contaminated
mock galaxy catalogs used in our analysis are a reasonable
match to the data.
4.2 Methodology Validation: Recovery of the SP
Coefficients
We fit for the SP coefficients in both sets of 100 mocks for
each redshift bin, for a total of 1000 independent mock cat-
alogs to be analyzed. Because we know the SP coefficients
used to generate the mocks, we can test whether we cor-
rectly recover the input coefficients with our analysis. To do
so, we calculate the χ2 of the mean coefficients estimated
from our posterior and the input for each mock. That is, for
each mock catalog ν we compute
χ2ν =
({aˆα}ν − {aα}0,ν )> Cˆ−1ν ({aˆα}ν − {aα}0,ν ) , (14)
where {aα}0,ν is the input vector of 18 coefficients used in
generating mock catalog ν, {aˆα}ν is the mean vector of the
posterior from our analysis for mock ν with length 18, and
Cˆν is the parameter covariance matrix estimated from the
MCMC chain for mock ν with dimensions 18 × 18. We show
the distribution of the χ2ν statistics for all 1000 mocks as the
blue histogram in Fig. 3. For reference, the green line is the
expected χ2 distribution for 18 degrees of freedom, 18 being
the number of SPs. It is clear that the distribution of χ2
values is biased relative to our expectation.
Hartlap et al. (2007) pointed out that noise in the co-
variance matrix biases χ2 statistics. In our case, the noise
in the covariance matrix is only partly due to a finite num-
ber of realizations in the MCMC: noise in the data will also
generate noise in the empirically estimated covariance ma-
trix, which will in turn bias the recovered χ2. In the ab-
sence of a first principles prescription for the expected bias
in our analysis, we adopt an ad-hoc correction by demand-
ing the average χ2 over all our simulations be equal to the
number of degrees of freedom in the problem (18). That
is, we de-bias every χ2 value by dividing it by the factor
λ ≡ 22.33/18 = 1.24. The resulting distribution is shown as
the orange histogram in Fig. 3, which is now an excellent
match to expectations.
As discussed in Hartlap et al. (2007), the bias due to
noise in the covariance matrix estimate propagates into the
parameter posteriors. Consequently, we increase the statis-
tical uncertainty in our recovered corrections for the cor-
relation function by a factor of
√
1.24. The fact that our
recovered distribution of χ2 values matches expectation im-
plies that we are successfully recovering the input systematic
coefficients within our re-scaled noise estimate.
4.3 Over-correction Calibration
The orange dashed line and shaded band in Fig. 4 show
the mean and 1σ region for the difference between the ob-
served and true correlation functions of our 100 independent
systematics-contaminated mock catalogs, in units of the sta-
tistical uncertainty of the DES Y1 analysis. The 1σ region
is computed as the error on the mean. The blue solid line
and shaded band are the same as the orange, but for the
systematics-corrected correlation function with no bias cor-
rection (i.e. wcorr0). While there is a significant improvement
when going from no correction to our systematics correction,
it is also clear that our method somewhat over-corrects the
data.
We seek to calibrate the amount of over-correction for
our method based on the results from Fig. 4. However, note
that the level of over correction is itself sensitive to the input
amount of contamination. This is apparent in Fig. 5, which
shows the mean and error on the mean of the over-correction
for both uncontaminated (orange) and contaminated (blue)
mock galaxy catalogs.
We use the results in Fig. 5 to reduce the impact of
over-correction, and to characterize the remaining system-
atic uncertainty associated with this effect. Because we see
that the level of over-correction is sensitive to the amount
of contamination and we do not know the actual contami-
nation level in the data, we must account for this sensitivity
when we de-bias. The contaminated and uncontaminated
mocks represent the two extreme possibilities for the data,
so we de-bias our correlation functions using the mean of
the over-correction measured in the contaminated and un-
contaminated mocks. That is, we define
∆w(θ) ≡ 1
2
[〈wcontcorr0(θ) − wtrue(θ)〉 + 〈wuncontcorr0 (θ) − wtrue(θ)〉] ,
(15)
where wcontcorr0(θ) is the systematics-corrected correlation func-
tion at θ for the contaminated mock galaxy catalogs prior to
de-biasing, and wuncontcorr0 is the equivalent quantity computed
for the uncontaminated mock galaxy catalogs. The average
〈·〉 above is over the simulated data sets. Given ∆w, we de-
fine an updated systematics-corrected correlation function
wcorr1 via
wcorr1(θ) ≡ wcorr0(θ) − ∆w(θ) . (16)
The green dash-dotted line and shaded band in Fig. 4 show
the mean and 1σ region for the difference between our up-
dated systematics-corrected correlation function estimates
wcorr1 and the true correlation function, as estimated using
100 contaminated mock catalogs. Recall that the y-axis is
scaled in units of the purely statistical uncertainty of the
DES Y1 analysis. It is clear from the figure that while a
residual bias remains, the amplitude and uncertainty is much
smaller than the statistical uncertainties for the DES Y1
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Figure 2. Comparison of the bias between the systematics-corrected (wcorr0) and uncorrected (wcont) correlation functions for the DES
Y1 data and the uncontaminated and contaminated mocks, relative to the DES Y1 errors (see text for details). The blue solid line is
the result for the data. The mean and sample standard deviation for the contaminated mocks is shown as the orange dashed line and
orange shaded region, while the green dash-dotted line and green shaded region show the same for the uncontaminated mocks. These
error regions do not include the correction factor discussed in section 4.2. By eye, we see 1σ agreement between the contaminated mocks
and the data for three of the five redshift bins, and 2σ agreement in bins 2 and 3. The gray shaded region is once again the small scale
cut used by Paper I.
data set. Moreover, the true underlying correlation function
is within the expected errors in the measurement.
5 THE IMPACT OF SYSTEMATICS
REMOVAL ON THE NOISE
The covariance matrix used in Paper I when fitting the
galaxy clustering signal was solely based upon theoretical
considerations, as described in Krause & Eifler et al., (2017).
In particular, it accounted only for Poisson noise and sam-
ple variance in the galaxy density field, where the latter
includes both Gaussian and connected terms, as well as the
super-sample covariance contribution. In practice, removing
the imprint of systematic fluctuations on the galaxy density
field carries with it additional uncertainty that needs to be
propagated into the covariance matrix used to analyze the
data. We now characterize this additional noise contribution.
We start with the statistical uncertainty in our method.
Because we use an MCMC to fit for the coefficients describ-
ing the impact of SPs, we can readily sample the posterior
distribution to arrive at the statistical uncertainty in our
corrections. Specifically, we draw Nreal random samples from
our MCMC chain on the data, and calculate the systematics-
corrected correlation function wcorr0 for each of these real-
izations of the SP coefficients. We calculate the covariance
matrix of the correlation function from these realizations,
and re-scale it by the factor of 〈χ2〉/18 = 1.24 from the dis-
cussion in section 4.2. This defines the statistical covariance
matrix Cstat which characterizes statistical uncertainties in
the systematics correction.
The systematic uncertainty associated with our de-
biasing procedure of section 4.3 is calculated as the sum
in quadrature of two distinct terms. The first term sets the
systematic uncertainty to half the amplitude of the applied
correction, i.e. large corrections will result in large uncer-
tainties. The second term accounts for the difference in the
amount of over-correction inferred from the contaminated
and uncontaminated mocks. If the inferred over-corrections
are vastly different, the resulting mean correction should be
assigned a large uncertainty. This uncertainty is set to half
the difference between the over-correction inferred from the
contaminated and uncontaminated mocks. The correspond-
ing covariance matrix characterizing these systematic uncer-
tainties takes the form
C
sys
ab
≡ 1
4
[∆w(θa)∆w(θb) + δw(θa)δw(θb)] , (17)
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Figure 3. The distribution of χ2, as defined in Eqn. (14), for all
contaminated and uncontaminated mocks in all redshift bins. The
blue histogram is the original distribution. The orange histogram
is the result of re-scaling every χ2 by 18/〈χ2〉. The green line is the
expected χ2 distribution with 18 degrees of freedom, for reference.
Note that both histograms are normalized.
where a and b index angular bins, and where we have defined
δw(θ) ≡ 1
2
[〈
wcontcorr0(θ) − wtrue(θ)
〉 − 〈wuncontcorr0 (θ) − wtrue(θ)〉] .
As in Eqn. (15), the average 〈·〉 above is over all simulated
data sets.
The final covariance matrix estimate for the data is
CY1+Cstat+Csys, where CY1 is the theoretical covariance ma-
trix used in Paper I. The green dash-dotted line and band in
Fig. 6 show the mean and uncertainty of the ratio between
the diagonal elements of Csys, as defined in Eqn. (17), to
the diagonal elements of CY1. The orange dashed line and
band is the same ratio but for Cstat. We have checked that
increasing the number of realizations used to estimate Cstat
does not significantly change our measured covariance. The
combination of the systematic and statistical covariance rel-
ative to the Y1 covariance is shown as the blue solid line
and band. The gray shaded region in each panel shows the
region excluded by the small scale cuts for the cosmology
analysis in Paper I, for which our changes will not impact
the inferred cosmological parameters. While uncertainties in
our de-biasing procedure for over-correction are negligible,
we see that the statistical uncertainties in our systematics
mitigation algorithm start to become comparable to statis-
tical uncertainties in the correlation function at large scales.
6 RESULTS
As a brief summary of sections 3, 4 and 5, we assume fluctu-
ations in SPs introduce artificial galaxy fluctuations through
a local linear response. We calibrate these response coeffi-
cients using the observed galaxy density maps and SP maps,
and use them to remove the impact of systematic fluctua-
tions in the galaxy density field. Using mock galaxy cata-
logs, we demonstrate that our method results in some small
amount of over-correction, which we calibrate. We further
z range χ2stat+sys χ
2
tot Angular Bins
0.15 < z < 0.3 18.02 0.4631 8
0.3 < z < 0.45 120.0 2.041 10
0.45 < z < 0.6 97.46 0.8996 11
0.6 < z < 0.75 45.65 0.9220 12
0.75 < z < 0.9 344.6 1.889 13
Table 2. The χ2 for the systematics-corrected correlation func-
tion from Paper I and this work in each redshift bin. The last
column is the number of angular bins used to calculate the χ2,
which are the bins outside the small scale cut represented by the
gray shaded regions in Fig. 7. The second column is the χ2 when
including only the uncertainty from the systematics correction,
while the third column is the χ2 relative to the full covariance
matrix. Notice that the large values in the second column indi-
cate that the correlation functions do not agree, while the ratios
of the values in the third column to those in the fourth column
being . 0.2 imply that the difference will not significantly impact
the resulting cosmological inference.
characterize the additional statistical and systematic uncer-
tainty introduced by our systematics-mitigation algorithm.
We now apply our full systematics-correction algorithm to
the DES Y1 data set.
In Fig. 7, we show the angular correlation function in
each of the five redshift bins using our systematics weights
and bias correction as blue circles, with errors from the com-
bined CY1 + Cstat + Csys covariance matrix. For comparison,
we also show the correlation function without correction and
the systematics-corrected correlation function from Paper I.
We note that in arriving at our updated correlation function,
there is a small change in the mask to mitigate the impact
of non-linear systematic fluctuations, so that the areas over
which the correlation functions are computed are not pre-
cisely the same. The bottom panel in each figure shows the
difference of each of the correlation function relative to the
systematics-corrected estimate of Paper I. We see that the
two different methods for estimating systematic corrections
are in excellent agreement relative to the statistical uncer-
tainty of the DES Y1 data set. Nevertheless, some small
differences are clearly present. It is interesting to note that
in the second redshift bin, our correction results in slightly
more correlation than the uncorrected correlation function,
rather than less. This boost is due to the over-correction
de-biasing procedure calibrated in the mocks.
To quantify the difference in the correlation functions
from the two different weighting methods, table 2 shows the
χ2 statistic for the DES Y1 correlation function and our
correlation function, namely
χ2 = (wY1(θ) − wcorr1(θ))> C−1 (wY1(θ) − wcorr1(θ)) ,
where the choice of covariance matrix C used requires some
discussion (see below). In calculating χ2, we exclude any
angular bins that are removed with the small scale cut (the
gray regions in Fig. 7). The number of remaining angular
bins after the small scale cut is shown in the last column of
the table. The difference between the correlation functions
should not be subject to Poisson noise or sample variance,
as these are the same for both correlation functions. There-
fore, in the second column of table 2, we show the χ2 when
we use C = Cstat + Csys. While in principle this comparison
should also be subject to the uncertainty due to the method
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2020)
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Figure 4. The difference between the various correlation functions for the contaminated mocks and the true correlation function. The
orange dashed line shows the offset for the correlation function without any corrections. The blue solid line shows the offset when the
systematics weights are applied, but no bias correction is used. The green dash-dotted line is the final offset, with both the systematics
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of Paper I, that paper demonstrated that the uncertainties in
their systematics correction didn’t impact the cosmological
priors and therefore those uncertainties were not character-
ized. Consequently, our comparison does not account for the
uncertainty in the Y1 systematics correction. It is clear that
our weights method results in a correlation function that is
formally inconsistent with that of the Y1 analysis assuming
zero uncertainty from the Y1 weights method. However, the
size of the cosmology contours is sensitive to the full covari-
ance matrix CY1 + Cstat + Csys. The third column in table 2
shows the χ2 when we use the full covariance matrix for C.
Notice that in this case, the χ2/dof ≤ 0.1 for most redshift
bins. This result explicitly demonstrates that the difference
in the correlation function produced by the two methods is
small relative to the statistical uncertainty.
We use our new de-biased systematics-corrected corre-
lation function and full CY1+Cstat+Csys covariance matrix in
combination with the cosmic shear and galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing data vectors and covariance matrices from the DES Y1
cosmology analysis (Abbott et al. 2018) to re-run the DES
3×2pt cosmology analysis. The resulting cosmology contours
for Ωm, As, and S8 are shown in blue in Fig. 8. For our anal-
ysis, we use an updated version of CosmoLike (Krause & Ei-
fler 2017; Fang et al. 2020) and use emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) as our sampler. The result with this pipeline and
our updated data vector and covariance matrix are shown
in red in Fig. 8.
As we use a different pipeline and sampler than the
fiducial Y1 analysis of Abbott et al. (2018), it is unclear
how much of the difference between the red and blue con-
tours in Fig. 8 is because of our changes to the data vector
and covariance matrix and how much is a reflection of the
differences in the modelling pipeline. We therefore show as
black dashed lines in Fig. 8 the results of using the updated
CosmoLike pipeline when run on the fiducial Y1 data vector
and covariance matrix. The differences between the red and
black contours are due to the difference in the estimated
correlation function and its corresponding covariance ma-
trix. It is clear that our weighting method does not have a
significant impact on the cosmological inference relative to
the Y1 analysis. This is expected given that both the dif-
ference in the correlation functions with the two different
weighting methods and the uncertainty in our systematic
correction are small relative to the statistical uncertainty of
the measurement.
The black and red text above the histogram of S8 in
Fig. 8 show the minimum χ2 values for the fiducial Y1 data
vector and our updated data vector, respectively, for each
data vector compared to the model with 444 degrees of free-
dom (see Abbott et al. 2018). The minimum χ2 in each case
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Figure 5. Bias in the systematics-corrected correlation function, relative to the sample standard deviation of the true correlation
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is −2 log Lmax at the maximum likelihood point in the MCMC
chain. It is encouraging to see that even though our method
does not significantly change the cosmological inference, it
does result in a significant improvement in the goodness of
fit (∆χ2 = −6.5 with no additional parameters). This im-
provement in the χ2 is due to both the increased error from
our systematics correction and the shifts in the data vector
that occur when replacing the Y1 weighting method with
ours. To show that this is the case, we consider the calcu-
lation of the best fit χ2 with our updated data vector and
covariance matrix, which we now write as
χ2new =
( ®dY1 + ®∆ − ®mY1)> (CY1 + δC)−1 ( ®dY1 + ®∆ − ®mY1) ,
where ®dY1 is the original data vector from the Y1 analysis,
®mY1 is the best fit model vector from the original Y1 analysis,
δC ≡ Cstat+Csys is the change in the covariance matrix, and
®∆ is the change to the difference between the data vector
and best fit model vector introduced by our weights method.
Note that this means that ®∆ is sensitive to both the change in
the data vector as well as changes to the best fit parameters.
We can expand this equation around δC = 0, dropping terms
that are beyond first order in δC as well as terms involving
®∆>δC. Doing so, we find
∆χ2 ≈ ®∆>
(
CY1
)−1 [
2
( ®dY1 − ®mY1) + ®∆]
−
[(
CY1
)−1 ( ®dY1 − ®mY1)]> δC [(CY1)−1 ( ®dY1 − ®mY1)] .
The first term in this expression gives the ∆χ2 resulting from
changing the data vector and the difference in the resulting
best fit model vector. The second term is the ∆χ2 caused
by the change to the covariance matrix from our system-
atics correction. We find ∆χ2 ≈ −3.6 for the first term and
∆χ2 ≈ −3.2 for the second. From this, we conclude that both
the shift in the data vector (and resulting shift in the best
fit) and the increased uncertainty due to our systematics
correction contribute to the improvement in the fit.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for using a linear model to mit-
igate the effect of systematic fluctuations in galaxy cluster-
ing analyses due to observing conditions. Our method uses
a Gaussian likelihood to fit the linear model to the observed
galaxy over-density and SP maps on each pixel. Our anal-
ysis explicitly incorporates the fact that neighboring pixels
in the sky are correlated using an iterative approach: our
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first iteration uses a diagonal covariance matrix, while the
second builds a non-diagonal covariance matrix from the
systematics-corrected correlation function estimated from
the first iteration. We further use mock catalogs to calibrate
the remaining over-correction bias, which we then remove
from the data correlation function.
We apply our methodology to the DES Y1 redMaGiC
data set. Our method has four important advantages rela-
tive to that adopted in the DES 3×2pt analysis presented in
Abbott et al. (2018), namely:
• Our method does not require that decisions be made with
regards to which survey properties matter and which don’t.
This also allows for the possibility of multiple survey prop-
erties “conspiring” to create an observationally significant
signal without any single systematic reaching that thresh-
old.
• Our method properly increases the error budget of the
galaxy correlation function estimate by accounting for the
statistical and systematic uncertainty associated with sys-
tematic mitigation. We have found doing so non-trivially
impacts the goodness-of-fit statistic of the best fit cosmo-
logical model.
• Our method explicitly incorporates clustering information
from neighboring pixels in our calibration of the impact of
survey properties on the galaxy density field.
• Our method is fully automated: it can be run from start
to finish with minimal supervision, enabling for quick turn
around for future data sets, with no extra tuning.
While our updated systematics-corrected correlation
function in the DES Y1 data set is formally inconsistent
with that of Paper I, the two are in good agreement relative
to the level of statistical uncertainty in DES Y1. Because the
statistical uncertainty in the measurement is larger than the
uncertainty in our correction, we observe no significant im-
pact on the cosmological inference using a data vector with
our systematics weights relative to the Y1 3×2pt cosmology
analysis. Encouragingly, however, we do see an improvement
in the goodness of fit, which is caused by both the change
to the data vector with our new weights and the increased
error from our systematics correction. We also expect the
difference in the data vector and the uncertainty in the cor-
rection to become more important in the near future as the
large number of galaxies observed by upcoming surveys de-
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Figure 7. The correlation function in each redshift bin for the DES Y1 redMaGiC galaxies. The gray dashed line is the correlation
function without correcting for SPs. The orange solid line is the systematics-corrected correlation from Paper I. The blue points are the
de-biased correlation function using our linear model weights, and the error bars are obtained from the full (CY1 +Cstat +Csys) covariance
matrix. Note that while the gray and orange lines are computed with the DES Y1 mask, the blue points use our restricted mask with
δsys ≤ 0.2, resulting in ∼3.5% less area.
creases the statistical uncertainty in galaxy clustering mea-
surements.
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